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INTRODUCTION

In this midterm election year of 2022, the nation’s divided political parties are in a battle royale to win the exceedingly close Senate majority. One important explanation for the fight is that the party which assumes the next Senate majority will necessarily have considerable power to affect the confirmation of federal judges. For example, during Donald Trump’s presidency, Republicans controlled the Senate; therefore, the chief executive and the upper chamber proposed and confirmed fifty-four accomplished, extremely conservative, young appeals court, and 174 district court, jurists. The Republican White House and Senate majority confirmed judges by rejecting or deemphasizing the rules and conventions that have long governed the selection process and concomitantly provided highly capable, mainstream jurists who improve ethnic, gender, sexual orientation, ideological, and experiential court diversity. Former President Trump and the Republican chamber in the 116th Congress approved fourteen lower court judges promptly after Joe Biden had defeated Trump. These phenomena have jeopardized federal court ideological balance, citizen regard for the judicial selection process, and federal court diversity. Notwithstanding which party realizes a majority in this November’s midterm elections, the present slim Democratic Party majority needs to rapidly convene a lame duck session, which rigorously canvasses and confirms myriad jurists after the imminent elections. Those factors deserve review to comprehend how President Biden and Senate lawmakers can best promote appointments throughout the upcoming lame duck session.

The first Part considers how Trump’s 2016 White House victory and Grand Old Party (“GOP”) retention of the chamber then and two years subsequently clearly enabled the President and the Senate to pack the judiciary with ideologically conservative, non-diverse jurists. Shortly ahead of capturing the presidency, Biden surmised that Trump and the GOP chambers had rendered the bench “out of whack,” and he pledged to vanquish that striking conundrum by approving diverse judges.¹

Part two chronicles how President Biden and the Senate majority honor this promise by instituting efforts that set records which increase talented, centrist, diverse jurists. For example, the White House assiduously consults senators from states in which vacant posts arise, while the lawmakers carefully pursue, evaluate, and submit numerous remarkably qualified, moderate, diverse candidates. Biden also capitalizes on a number of lessons that he gleaned from roles as a Judiciary Committee member and Chair and from vice presidential service during President Barack Obama’s tenure.

Part three peruses numerous implications of former President Trump’s selection endeavors over his four years and Biden’s responses during his first half term. The Part detects that the GOP confirmed many accomplished, conservative nominees, who altered the bench’s storied ideological balance—particularly on the Supreme Court and appellate courts—while eviscerating the appointments regime, which had yielded numerous dynamic, mainstream nominees throughout much of the last half century. Most critical, Biden and the chamber in fact approved thirteen fine, centrist appellate jurists, eclipsing the record over a President’s first year compiled by former President Trump and the GOP Senate majorities. The profound confirmation success of Biden and the Democratic chamber majority dutifully respected their pledges to address impacts of Trump’s federal court confirmations and enhance numerous diversity requisites. In short, despite the concerted efforts of President Biden and the Democratic chamber majority, openings might remain acute this November, principally because GOP politicians have not always cooperated.

Therefore, the last Part of this article proffers numerous ideas for how President Biden and the Democratic Senate majority in the 117th Congress can proceed after the chamber midterm elections. Because lame duck former President Trump and the Republican Senate majority in the 116th Congress persisted, in flagrant disregard of longstanding customs and requirements, to confirm one appellate court and thirteen district court judges once Biden and the

---

country’s voters emphatically stopped Trump’s presidency, Biden and the Senate need to comprehensively approve preeminent, centrist jurists across the lame duck session, regardless of which party actually controls a Senate majority after the November 8 midterms.

I. TRUMP ADMINISTRATION JUDICIAL SELECTION

Across the 2016 presidential campaign, Trump vowed to expeditiously nominate and confirm able, youthful, ideologically conservative federal court judges and honored that promise by confirming and mustering United States Supreme Court Justices Neil Gorsuch, Brett Kavanaugh, and Amy Coney Barrett with myriad analogous appellate courts, and comparatively fewer, similar district court prospects.\(^3\) Trump broke appellate court records in his opening year, 2017, with twelve, eighteen during 2018, and twenty across 2019.\(^4\)

The 2020 presidential and chamber elections followed one term in which former President Trump and both GOP Senate majorities directly confirmed three accomplished, exceedingly conservative, young Justices, fifty-four prominent, analogously conservative, appeals court judges, and 170-plus relatively similar trial level jurists by violating, changing, or deemphasizing vaunted norms and conventions that have perennially sustained the approval of preeminent, moderate appellate court and trial level judges.\(^5\) For instance, Trump rarely consulted numerous senators from a plethora of jurisdictions which confronted open slots, even though the politicians were intrinsically and considerably more familiar with strong picks than executive branch officials.\(^6\) Trump also constricted American Bar Association (“ABA”) involvement with federal court selection, even though Presidents in office after Dwight Eisenhower, save George W. Bush and Trump, comprehensively invoked ABA evaluations and rankings when tendering

---


5. See U.S. Courts, supra note 2 (archive of judicial vacancies for 2020). I rely substantially in this paragraph and this section on Tobias, supra note 4, at 204–20; Collins, supra note 2, at 151.

6. Tobias, supra note 4, at 206–07; see Collins, supra note 2, at 156–57.
candidates, while Obama and Biden, who served as that chief executive’s vice president, deftly avoided tapping people who received not qualified ratings.7 However, Trump marshaled eight not-qualified candidates; three appellate court and five district court jurists whom smoothly won appointment.8 President Trump concomitantly implemented nominal endeavors to identify, recruit, examine, survey, and confirm ethnic minorities; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer (“LGBTQ”) candidates; and lawyers who have secured invaluable, less conventional experience, notably defending plentiful individuals accused of crime, although rigorously expanding diversity can substantially improve the federal bench.9

The Republican Senate majority in the 115th and 116th Congresses practically terminated the venerable “blue slip” procedure—which enabled senators from a number of jurisdictions which confronted appellate court vacant posts to halt or stall many nominees in Obama’s eight years that is the most recent applicable precedent—without sufficient explanation for the drastic change.10 Senate Judiciary Committee panel nominee hearings lacked robustness, because the GOP majority did not await, much less consider, valuable ABA information and encouraged rigorous nominee probing in committee hearings and discussions before votes.11


8. ABA STANDING COMM. ON JUDICIARY, Ratings of Art. III and Art. IV Judicial Nominees: 115th Cong. (2018); ABA STANDING COMM. ON JUDICIARY, Ratings of Art. III and Art. IV Judicial Nominees: 116th Cong. (2020). GOP senators dispute ABA ratings, as it is a liberal political group. Hearing to Consider Pending Nominations Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 117th Cong. (Oct. 30, 2019); see U.S. Courts, supra note 2 (table of judicial confirmations noting confirmation of eight judges who received not qualified ratings).


10. Carl Tobias, Senator Chuck Grassley and Judicial Confirmations, 104 IOWA L. REV. ONLINE 31, 54-55 (2019); Tobias, supra note 7, at note 25 (Republicans convened fifteen hearings for two circuit nominees absent Democrats’ approval, in sharp contrast to Democrats’ three similar sessions in eight Obama years with GOP permission).

These regimes yielded jurists who essentially decided cases in ways that facilitated Trump efforts or can stymie Biden initiatives.\textsuperscript{12}

II. BIDEN ADMINISTRATION JUDICIAL SELECTION

Across the 2020 presidential campaign and since Biden won, the President has pledged to carefully remedy former President Trump appointments’ troubling effects.\textsuperscript{13} In late March 2021, the new chief executive announced his intent to select the first contingent of prospects: eleven astute, centrist, diverse nominees.\textsuperscript{14} The submissions included the first Muslim trial level nominee and multiple Black women for appellate court openings; two of the latter picks had superbly represented numerous defendants accused of crimes, although President Trump failed to marshal one single Black nominee for a circuit vacancy.\textsuperscript{15} Especially relevant to this


\textsuperscript{13} Tobias, supra note 10 (defining regular order as the requirements and customs that the GOP Senate majority pledged to restore after recapturing the majority in the 2014 midterm elections but greatly undercut); Press Release, White House, Off. Press Sec’y, Statement by President Joe Biden on First Confirmations of His Judicial Nominees (June 8, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/06/08/statement-by-president-joe-biden-on-the-first-confirmations-of-his-judicial-nominees/ [https://perma.cc/DGA6-77CE].

\textsuperscript{14} See infra notes 20–28 and accompanying text; see also Tobias, supra note 4, at 222 (analyzing the numerous benefits that diversity affords); Adrian Blanco, Biden, Who Pledged to Diversify the Supreme Court, Has Already Diversified Lower Courts, WASH. POST (Jan. 27, 2022, 5:00PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/01/27/federal-judge-diversity-biden/ [https://perma.cc/E2VT-4TSZ].

piece are the five Biden suggestions whom the chamber processed first; however, the individuals epitomize seventy more 2021 possibilities and a substantial number of the choices whom he proposed in 2022.¹⁶

On March 30, President Biden announced that the White House would directly submit the candidates, even though the process which resulted in the nominations had started considerably earlier.¹⁷ In 2020, candidate Biden had organized a presidential transition judicial appointments team, which did enable him to robustly scrutinize numerous highly competent, moderate, diverse prospects ahead of the January 20, 2021, inauguration. By summer 2020, the group had rigorously compiled and effectuated constructive appointments procedures while identifying numerous extremely capable ostensible selections. After Biden vanquished Trump in November, the formal transition began. Most pertinently, Dana Remus, the White House Counsel Designate, wrote senators a December letter, imploring politicians from jurisdictions with empty seats to recommend well qualified, centrist persons for nominees who manifest the diversity requisites before January 20, 2021.¹⁸
In April, Biden officially nominated the five exceptional candidates whom the Senate appointed in June. They included two especially competent, mainstream Black women, United States District Court for the District of Columbia Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson as a United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit nominee, and experienced, highly regarded Seventh Circuit advocate Candace Jackson-Akiwumi for that court. President Obama had mustered Jackson’s 2013 district court appointment, later considered the aspirant for the High Court opening to which he actually nominated D.C. Circuit Chief Judge Merrick Garland, and Biden named Judge Jackson this year when Justice Stephen Breyer, for whom the pick had clerked, retired. She is a talented, moderate, diverse jurist. Jackson-Akiwumi productively clerked for well-respected trial level and appellate court judges, ably litigated with one large firm during a couple of years, and competently represented numerous individuals accused of crimes over a decade.

Biden also nominated three excellent, mainstream district court judges. One was highly qualified New Jersey lawyer Zahid Qurashi, who is the first Muslim Article III jurist; the nominee received elevation from a United States Magistrate judgeship in the New Jersey District. Regina Rodriguez, who effectively litigated with


23. See Press Release, supra note 16; see also Sweet, supra note 14.

a major firm over years following very capable service as a federal prosecutor, captured appointment to the District of Colorado.\textsuperscript{25} Julien Neals, who served as a well-regarded municipal court judge in Newark and a Bergen County administrator, marshaled confirmation to the District of New Jersey.\textsuperscript{26} President Obama had mustered Neals and Rodriguez during his tenure’s later years; nevertheless, the GOP majority rejected considering both of the nominees and dozens more Obama selections who required final votes.\textsuperscript{27} The three district court nominees’ testimony warrants minimal perusal here, as they confronted tiny numbers of “friendly questions from [Senators Richard] Durbin (D-IL) and [Corey] Booker (D-NJ).”\textsuperscript{28}

When accepting the important role of Judiciary Committee Chair, Senator Durbin astutely pledged to cautiously and equitably lead the committee and support robust member participation. However, Durbin warned GOP senators that practices and customs resembling some procedures and conventions which Republicans employed to appoint Trump nominees would control both parties. For instance, Durbin said that Democrats would retain the GOP “appellate court exception” to the blue slip process which then-


\textsuperscript{26} See Press Release, supra note 16; see Fandos, supra note 25.

Chair Senator Chuck Grassley (R-IA) had fashioned absent persuasive support.\(^{29}\)

President Biden quickly sent complete paperwork while formally marshaling eleven nominees for senators to consider in mid-April.\(^{30}\) The panel speedily circulated extensive questionnaires to nominees, who promptly mustered impressive responses.\(^{31}\) The committee supplied public notice of the April 28 hearing seven days before the panel mounted the rigorous session and the identities of the nominees were marshaled two days later.\(^{32}\)

Chair Durbin opened the hearing by asserting that the session was “historic,” because every pick was a nominee of color, representing much salient diversity.\(^{33}\) Each appellate court nominee afforded clear and thorough responses. A few GOP members stressed both nominees’ criminal defense work perhaps attempting to

---


\(^{32}\) See Hearing on First Judicial Nominees Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 117th Cong. (Apr. 28, 2021); see also Tobias, supra note 4, at 211–17.

\(^{33}\) Hearing, supra note 15 (lauding Biden’s comprehensive, effective diversity efforts and criticizing Trump’s lack of endeavor).
undermine them. For instance, Senator Tom Cotton (AR) questioned Jackson’s representation of a Guantanamo Bay prison “terrorist,” yet she did remark that the judge assigned her to defend the party. Senator John Cornyn (TX) probed race’s effect on her determinations, but the jurist replied she was independent and premised every case disposition on its law and facts. When GOP senators pursued her views on making the High Court larger and regarding the Justices’ decisions, the nominee respectfully declined to answer most queries.

Candace Jackson-Akiwumi carefully responded to analogous queries. For example, Grassley questioned her defense of a “criminal” who was prosecuted for weapons trafficking, which she addressed by reiterating that her duty was proffering the zealous representation to which defendants have a right in the federal criminal justice system. When GOP legislators pressed her about ethnicity’s impact on circuit disputes, she explicitly replied: “I don’t believe race will play a role in the type of judge I would be.” However, the nominee stated that diversity performs a valuable role, as diversity facets enhance citizen acceptance of court rulings. She also did cogently realize that greater diversity promotes role modeling for students and counsel, who can aspire to public service. When GOP lawmakers distinctly probed her views


37. See supra notes 34, 36 and accompanying text.

38. See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Hulse, supra note 28. Grassley currently serves as the Judiciary Committee Ranking Member.

39. See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Sweet, supra note 15.

40. See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Hulse, supra note 28; supra note 36 (Jackson’s analogous perspectives).

41. It expands confidence in courts. See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Hulse, supra note 28; Sweet, supra note 15.

42. See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Hulse, supra note 28; Sweet, supra note 15.
specifically about the ideal contingent of Justices and their precedents, the nominee respectfully demurred.\footnote{See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15; see also Hulse, supra note 28; supra note 36 (Jackson’s analogous response).}

The Chair granted members one week to proffer Questions for the Record (“QFRs”) and the nominees seven days to respond.\footnote{See Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Judiciary Comm., supra note 15. QFRs should be rigorous and typically address issues that are not treated in committee hearings or for which members lacked time to probe nominees or for which they pursue nominee elaboration.} The designees provided swift, expansive replies.\footnote{See Executive Business Meeting, S. Comm. on the Judiciary (May 20, 2021), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/05/20/2021/executive-business-meeting [https://perma.cc/LRL5-5BB5]; see also Carl Hulse, Senate Panel Advances First Biden Judicial Picks over G.O.P. Opposition, N.Y. TIMES, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/20/us/senate-judges-biden.html [https://perma.cc/Z84M-RZX5] (June 8, 2021).} In a subsequent Executive Business Meeting, the panel deliberated on issues central to efficacious nominee service and voted.\footnote{See Executive Business Meeting, supra note 46 (stating that Judge Jackson did not subscribe to originalism); see also Hulse, supra note 46.} Grassley proclaimed that the GOP must hold “nominees to a high standard of constitutionalism, regardless of how impressive their credentials are [, yet] unless a nominee can show me [allegiance] to the Constitution as originally understood, [the person] should not be confirmed.”\footnote{See Executive Business Meeting, supra note 46; see also Hearings before the S. Comm. On the Judiciary United States S., 112th Cong, 758-59 (2012) (response of Ketanji B. Jackson, nominee to be United States District Judge for District of Columbia to Senator Tom Coburn, MD).} The Ranking Member asserted that Jackson failed to eschew a “living Constitution,” although the jurist had specifically rejected this notion in her earlier trial court process,\footnote{For committee originalism debates, see S. Judiciary Committee Holds Hearing on Pending Nominations, 117th Cong. (June 9, 2021); Hearing to Consider Pending Nominations Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 117th Cong. (Sept. 7, 2022); Executive Business Meeting, S. Comm. on the Judiciary (June 10, 2021); Brad Kutner, Originalism Debate
Akiwumi’s "commitment to applying Seventh Circuit and Supreme Court precedents on the Second Amendment [, her current perspective] on Roe v. Wade [, and certain] other aspects of her federal defender cases," even though the nominee repeatedly informed legislators that she would dutifully follow all relevant precedents.\textsuperscript{50}

Because the candidates whom Biden tendered are exceptional suggestions, who did cogently and comprehensively respond to a plethora of complex inquiries, they decidedly merited extremely strong panel approval. Nonetheless, merely two Republicans cast votes for Jackson and a single GOP politician chose to directly support Jackson-Akiwumi, but considerably greater numbers of Republican members helped appoint district court prospects Neals, Quraishi, and Rodriguez.\textsuperscript{51} Therefore, Durbin rapidly moved all five of the nominees onto the floor.

Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (NY) attempted to promptly set numerous confirmation debates and ballots for the remarkably qualified, moderate, diverse nominees, yet the GOP rejected unanimous consent to authorize voice votes regarding any of the five stellar picks. Thus, Schumer proposed cloture which halted debate after a chamber majority agreed; the Majority Leader then speedily conducted robust debates and the possibilities felicitously won confirmation.\textsuperscript{52}


\textsuperscript{51} The initial five Biden nominees' panel votes were 13-9 (Jackson), 12-10 (Jackson-Akiwumi), 15-6 (Neals), 19-3 (Quraishi), and 17-5 (Rodriguez). Executive Business Meeting, supra note 46; see also sources cited supra note 50; sources cited infra note 52.

III. IMPLICATIONS OF BIDEN AND TRUMP JUDICIAL SELECTION

Biden and the narrow Senate majority respected their constitutional duties by approving the first two rigorous, centrist, diverse appeals court jurists and eleven similar other appellate court judges his initial year. Biden nominates by consulting receptive politicians from home states who analyze capable, mainstream, diverse prospects and send them for review by the President who carefully nominates, and the chamber thoroughly, swiftly, and fairly canvasses, probes, and confirms them. For example, he appoints appellate court judges, who improve ethnic, gender, sexual orientation, ideological, and experiential diversity, by prioritizing circuit vacancies and cultivating senators.

Former President Trump and the GOP chamber majorities in the 115th and 116th Congress broke records for approving conservative appellate court jurists, who now comprise thirty percent of active federal judges; they can serve for years and issue troubling opinions, which have (1) permitted Trump endeavors that the former President clearly based on weak legal support or (2) undercut President Biden’s initiatives to positively move the nation. Trump and the GOP chamber majorities downplayed “blue” state trial level judges, plus emergency openings which remained numerous, and diverse confirmees, the number of whom sharply plummeted.

The appellate courts have nine current vacancies, while seven active jurists would promptly assume senior status pending

---

53. See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2; see Press Release, supra note 16 (first cohort’s additional judges); U.S. Courts, supra note 2 (archive of judicial confirmations noting eleven more circuit judges and sixty-eight similar lower court nominees his first year; a Justice, thirty-nine lower court judges, and fifty-six nominees so far the second year).


replacements’ confirmation, and merely four openings lack nominees.\textsuperscript{56} Democrats hold a slim chamber majority which they could have forfeited in this November’s midterm elections. Therefore, the final portion of this article offers numerous remedies that Biden and the Senate can apply to confirm accomplished, centrist, diverse judges who receive prompt appointment over Congress’ lame duck session which commences subsequent to those elections.

IV. SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE LAME DUCK SESSION

A. The Confirmation Process and the Senate Calendar

Particular temporal restraints appear essential. For instance, election day was late, which means that the chamber will assemble the following week; Thanksgiving Recess begins a few days thereafter; plus holiday recesses will exclude December’s last week. Those scheduling realities provide only twenty workdays for the session, if the politicians convene Mondays and exit Thursdays, while requiring creativity and strategic prioritization. Should the chamber duly adhere to traditions, the Senate would lack time for nominations; robust committee examinations, hearings, discussions, plus votes; and rigorous Senate confirmation debates and prompt ballots. Thus, the majority would need to prioritize multiple phenomena, such as circuit, rather than district, vacant positions; state representation by Democratic over GOP politicians; and confirmations versus nominations.

Biden must actively keep nominating—and the President may want to continue naming—aspirants simultaneously with candidate announcements,\textsuperscript{57} while promoting careful, quick reviews. The majority should dutifully institute numerous pragmatic goals and the committee and the chamber might at once streamline, compress, and expedite the confirmation process, recognizing that

\textsuperscript{56} U.S. Courts, \textit{supra} note 2 (tables of current and future judicial vacancies noting seventy-six district court openings). Replacing Justice Breyer with Judge Jackson consumed resources that may have been deployed to appoint lower court judges.

some limitations will potentially diminish the approvals which can result in a narrow time frame.

The appointments system’s pressure points, therefore, merit comprehensive examination to detect whether time savings could realistically be attained plus, if so, exactly how. The confirmation process’ first steps include both parties’ staff perusal of the nominees mustered and the distribution of questionnaires to nominees who craft responses. Staff, Durbin, and GOP Ranking Member Grassley can, and should, collaborate during the whole process to speed review.58

The hearing phase affords possibilities to deliver concise, robust, and equitable nominee scrutiny. Critical and illuminating considerations may be the frequency of hearings and the number of nominees per each hearing. The Chair has normally conducted two sessions all months that legislators convene at which a pair of circuit, and three district, nominees testify. He mounted nine hearings where two circuit selections appeared.59 This record might favorably compare against ten for pairs of Trump nominees, which then-Chair Grassley marshaled, and five regarding two Trump nominees, which then-Chair Lindsey Graham (R-SC) scheduled.60 Durbin has essentially resisted importuning of progressive organizations and people, suggesting that the chamber would approve more jurists by conducting hearings every week that politicians work and by increasing the quantity of nominees who testify.61 Durbin retains his perspective on session frequency, but a few elements


59. Carl Tobias, How Biden Could Keep Filling the Circuit Court Vacancies, 80 WASH. & LEE L. REV. ONLINE 1, 42, 44 n.77 (2022); see Tobias, supra note 4, at 213 (documenting three similar committee hearings in eight Obama years).

60. Chair Grassley acted in the 115th Congress; Chair Graham acted in the 116th. Tobias, supra note 4, at 213.

61. Chairs Grassley and Graham usually allowed four or five district court nominees. See sources cited supra note 54.

prompted Durbin to consider more hearings over recesses and the number of witnesses in each.63

Executive Business Meetings comprise the next panel phase in which senators discuss nominee qualifications and vote. Because most of President Biden’s nominees lack great controversy and a small number of committee members rigorously deliberate, the meetings consume negligible time.64 The stricture that enables the minority party to hold over without reason discussions and ballots for one week could warrant reappraisal, as the notion can seem wasteful.65 After the panel moves nominees to the floor, the Senate Calendar66 accords the caucus leader and the majority enormous discretion.67 They could inspect floor rules and conventions and contemplate alteration. One candidate for alteration would be thirty hours for post-cloture debate on appellate court nominees, which senators rarely deploy.68 The majority can amend this provision, because the GOP lowered a similar requirement to a pair of hours for district nominees.69 The majority could also survey reviving customs that deftly appoint packages of nominees waiting for

---

63. Hearings on Nominations Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 117th Cong. (Sept. 21, 2022) (including four district court nominees, rather than three); Hearings on Nominations Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 117th Cong. (Oct. 12, 2022) (hearing including a single appellate court nominee and four district court nominees when the Senate was in recess to campaign); see Alder, supra note 58; see also Elie Mystal, Democrats Still Aren’t Trying Hard Enough to Reclaim the Judiciary, NATION (Oct. 17, 2022), https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/how-democrats-reclaim-judicial-branch/ [https://perma.cc/MG98-F8TG]. The committee may want to review possible efficiencies, namely time for queries and who can ask them, but the ideas lack merit. Each member has five minutes that many find deficient, and nominal time would be saved. The next stage is seven days for QFRs and nominee responses, but most senators send few queries that consume little time.

64. S. Doc. No. 117-6, 189 (2021–2022) (Senate Judiciary Committee Rule of Procedure I).

65. See id. at 189 ¶ 3. Senators might want to consider altering the rule with a good cause requirement. See id. at 189 (Rule II).


67. They can open, recess, and close the session. The Majority Leader also controls the floor, but they need to retain a majority by passing laws and seating judges. The time for both may confine approvals. See Michael Shear, Biden Savors Much-Needed Victories. But Will the H axis Overshadow the Laws?, N.Y. TIMES (July 30, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/30/us/politics/biden-inflation-economy-approval.html [https://perma.cc/4PP3-LNLF]; see also sources cited supra notes 54, 62–63.

68. See U.S. Senate Comm. on Rules & Admin., Rules of the Senate, Rule XXII (2022); see also Tobias, supra note 4, at 216.

confirmation at recesses.\textsuperscript{70} Were Republican members to oppose these notions, Democrats can explore the “vote-a-rama” mechanism for those nominees who are on the floor during the 2022 holiday season, which resembles the procedure that Democrats employed in the last holiday session\textsuperscript{71} and the GOP used to confirm myriad Trump nominees.\textsuperscript{72}

B. Other Specific Recommendations

Biden and the chamber majority have engaged in, and should continue, rigorous advance planning regarding the lame duck session. For example, the plentiful robust, centrist, diverse nominees whom the administration sent over July intimate that Biden may name a few more.\textsuperscript{73} Nevertheless, he might think about proffering other superb candidates, because they would enlarge flexibility this year, if necessary, while permitting Biden and lawmakers to expeditiously start the confirmation process in 2023. He and senators must enunciate rigorous goals, particularly by creating salutary priorities.\textsuperscript{74}

President Biden adopts solutions that promptly confirm numerous strong, mainstream, diverse jurists. For instance, he elevates a number of picks in lower federal and state courts\textsuperscript{75} and masterfully renames exceptional Obama district nominees whom the GOP majority refused to process.\textsuperscript{76} Biden should keep applying the constructs, as the first cohort decidedly won prior approval, secured

\textsuperscript{70} Both political parties may even agree to voice votes on strong, centrist nominees. See Tobias, supra note 4, at 216–17, 216 n.68.


\textsuperscript{72} This was the prevailing custom for decades before Obama’s presidency. See Tobias, supra note 4, at 216–17, 216 n.67, 217 n.73.

\textsuperscript{73} E.g., sources cited supra note 15; see also supra note 56 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{74} For several examples of prioritization which addresses time restraints, see supra note 54 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{75} These possibilities include federal district and United States Magistrate Judges and state Supreme Court, intermediate appellate court, and trial court, judges. E.g., supra notes 15, 24, 28, 45, 50–52 (Quraishi) and accompanying text. See generally Elisha Carol Savchak, Thomas G. Hansford, Donald R. Songer, Kenneth L. Manning & Robert A. Carp, The Elevation of District Court Judges to the U.S. Courts of Appeals, 50 AM. J. POL. SCI. 478 (2006).

\textsuperscript{76} For renominated nominees, see supra notes 26, 45, 50–52 and accompanying text (Neals); supra notes 25, 45, 50–52 and accompanying text (Rodriguez). Ninth Circuit Judge Lucy Koh typifies both categories, while her fine colleagues Gabriel Sanchez and Holly Thomas, Second Circuit Judges Alison Nathan and Beth Robinson, and Justice Jackson illuminate elevation. See supra notes 15, 20–22, 34–36, 50–52 and accompanying text (Jackson); U.S. Courts, supra note 2; infra notes 78–81 and accompanying text.
copious expertise, and compiled publicly available records; those in the second nominee group progress smoothly by offering dynamic ABA evaluations, FBI background checks, and comprehensive panel analyses, which merely need updating. Therefore, President Biden may similarly consider renaming Obama and Trump nominees whom the chamber failed to appoint by contacting plentiful in-state legislators and developing finely-calibrated assessments which gauge candidate ability, the quantity and length of judicial vacancies, and crucial election timing.

A renowned idea that Biden employs which derives from his previous Senate and vice presidential experience is consulting home state politicians. The White House seeks, and the President must continue soliciting, perspectives that senators express and cautiously invite the politicians’ recommendations about nominees. Contemporary Presidents accord senators less deference respecting appellate court empty posts, as those tribunals include multiple states and enunciate greater policy. However, Biden cultivates numerous lawmakers who must treat vacancies. For instance, he appears to consult all of the California, New York, and Washington senators. Yet, Biden plainly confronts more resistance from states like Tennessee with pairs of GOP senators, who have alleged that he nominally contacted them before tapping the excellent, moderate appellate pick.

Biden correspondingly designated, and keeps setting and respecting, numbers of important priorities. Most critical are confirming and nominating capable, mainstream, diverse aspirants.

---

77. Tobias, supra note 9, at 451–52; Tobias, supra note 54, at 47–48. The Senate has now confirmed Jackson to the U.S. Sentencing Commission, the D.C. District and Circuit Courts and the U.S. Supreme Court. Former President Trump confirmed fifteen accomplished, centrist Obama 2016 nominees. Id.; see Tobias, supra note 27, at 18–19.

78. This idea is more relevant to district court posts for which Biden has seated a few talented centrists like New York Judges Hector Gonzalez and Jennifer Rearden whom Trump named but did not confirm when he left one 2021 circuit, and fifty-two district, court openings. U.S. Courts, supra note 2. Circuit jurists set more policy that covers multiple states, and many Trump confirmees and choices lack diversity. See sources cited supra notes 3–10 and accompanying text. But see U.S. Courts supra note 2 (Biden elevation of Trump able, centrist, diverse District Judge Stephanie Dawkins Davis).

79. For Biden’s nomination of all New York and Washington senators’ appellate court and district court picks and approval of most, but for naming and confirming fewer circuit and district proposals of California Senators Dianne Feinstein and Alex Padilla, see U.S. Courts, supra note 2 (tables of current judicial vacancies and judicial confirmations).

80. Id. (documenting a Kansas Tenth Circuit vacancy that opened March 15, 2021, which currently has an Aug. 9, 2022, nominee; confirming Sixth Circuit Judge Andre Mathis); Hearing on Nominees Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary 117th Cong. (Jan. 12, 2022) (documenting Tennessee GOP senators’ claims).
for numerous appellate court openings and manifold remaining federal court emergencies. Biden prioritizes courts of appeals with several or protracted vacancies, although a few of the courts lack nominees.

In the lame duck session, each political party must cooperate to improve bipartisan selection by reexamining and dutifully rectifying negative conduct. For example, many GOP politicians vote in lock step, but others eschew this for district nominees. Illustrative are efforts of Senator Graham, who favors most Biden court of appeals nominees for confirmation and in committee, and manifold Republican legislators, who effectively cast panel and chamber ballots for his initial three trial level nominees. The senators also foster considerable delay by requiring cloture on nearly every Biden prospect. The GOP members should analyze whether demanding nominees concur with originalism has morphed into a litmus test, and whether they now might find that certain nominees who represent people accused of crime are unable to fairly decide suits.

Finally, each party may want to closely review and institute strictures that promote the collaborative appointment of exceptional, centrist, diverse federal court jurists and halt or restrict the seemingly incessant “confirmation wars” and deterioration of the selection process characterized by stark politicization. A specific example on which the parties seem to agree is lower courts’ major need for greater resources that distinctly help them promptly,

81. Instructive examples are remarkable LGBTQ Second Circuit Judges Nathan and Robinson and stellar Justice Jackson; they were strong, diverse centrists for nearly a decade. U.S. Courts, supra note 2.
82. Most appellate courts did, or will, confront this issue, so President Biden should treat the question. See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
84. See supra note 51. Democrats similarly required cloture on Trump federal court nominees. Tobias, supra note 4, at 215.
85. See supra notes 19–20, 34, 38–39, 47–50 and accompanying text.
economically, and fairly resolve huge caseloads. One appropriate solution for these matters would be the passage of a comprehensive judgeships bill with over seventy trial level, and two appellate court, slots. This action would implement United States Judicial Conference proposals for the House and Senate that the federal court policymaking arm saliently derives from conservative work and case load estimates which inject bench resources necessary to provide justice. Authorizing seventy-seven district court positions will realize benefits. This might end, or slow, the nomination and confirmation processes’ downward spiral and offer (1) the parties realistic incentives to cooperate, (2) jurists who supply most diversity features, and (3) courts necessary judicial resources.

**CONCLUSION**

President Biden made substantial progress toward effectuating his solemn pledge to eliminate or at least ameliorate the detriments which former President Trump’s lower court nominees imposed by efficaciously appointing very capable, moderate

---


90. See supra notes 86–89. The two appellate court judgeships proposed would be woefully inadequate, because appeals courts treat substantial appeals with deficient resources. Merritt McAlister, Rebuilding the Federal Circuit Courts, 116 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1137, 1195 (2022); Tobias, supra note 59, at 47–48. Related is the concept of a “bipartisan judiciary” that would enable the party which lacks the White House to suggest a comparatively small percentage of nominees. For operational details, see Michael Gerhardt, Judicial Selection as War, 36 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 667, 688 (2003); Carl Tobias, Fixing the Federal Judicial Selection Process, 65 Emory L. J. ONLINE 2051, 2057–58 (2016). Yet, this notion merits little review in this article, because Congress is significantly less likely to adopt this construct after the elections than before them when neither Republicans nor Democrats will be certain which party might win and capitalize on the victory to game the selection process. For example, the GOP could remain the minority party and Republicans may eschew new judgeships that a Democratic President and Senate majority could fill. If the GOP opposes the idea, institution might commence during 2025, which may persuade the party to pass a bill.
aspirants. The remarkable twenty-five appellate court and fifty-nine district court judges, and the prominent twelve analogous circuit and forty-five trial court nominees proffered thus far over Biden’s second year illuminate this vow. However, the looming elections could have threatened, but did not jeopardize, his appointments record.\textsuperscript{91} Thus, Democrats should plan for a robust lame duck session that will confirm a number of able, mainstream jurists secure in the knowledge that President Biden and the chamber majority will have the flexibility to maintain, and perhaps even surpass, the record-shattering judicial appointments pace which they have carefully achieved in the 117th Congress.

\textsuperscript{91}When this article was in process, Democrats continued a Senate majority with Nevada Senator Catherin Cortez Masto’s retention of her seat. Jonathan Weisman, \textit{Democrats Hold the Senate, as Cortez Masto Ekes Out a Victory in Nevada}, \textit{N.Y. Times} (Nov. 12, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/12/us/elections/senate-control.html [https://perma.cc/7JDT-UWLH]. Nevertheless, the final composition of the Senate in the 118th Congress will only be determined with the December 6 Georgia runoff election between Senator Raphael Warnock (D) and Republican challenger Herschel Walker, because neither candidate captured a majority in the November 8 election. If Walker defeats Warnock, each party would have the identical number of Judiciary Committee members as it currently possesses, which means that party-line voting would result in tie ballots, thereby necessitating that Democrats capture majority floor votes to discharge nominees from the panel. \textit{See} S. Res. 27, 117th Cong. (2021) (enacted).